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General information
Organisation name : GEOLSemantics
Contact name : Stéphane Grynszpan
Email address: stephane.grynszpan@geolsemantics.com
Telephone number : 0767101194

Targetted topics: (maximum 3)
HORIZON-CL4-2021-DATA-2022-01-05 Extreme data mining, 

aggregation and analytics technologies and solutions

HORIZON-CL4-2022-DATA-01-01 Methods for exploiting data and 
knowledge for extremely precise outcomes (analysis, prediction, decision support), 
reducing complexity and presenting insights in understandable way

HORIZON-CL4-2021-HUMAN-01-27 AI to fight disinformation



Competencies
Technology solutions publisher for textual data comprehension, our mission is to extract relevant data in order to structure them 

according to your needs. The solution combines several technologies such as NLP and AI for industry, smart cities and digital

purposes. Applicable solution to all kind of sources (traditional media, social networks, documents, blogs, speech transcription) and 

formats. Our main competences focus on information superiority around national projects in which we participated to extract and 

understand information into structured data, to localize events in time and space, to generate alerts with data visualization and 

events summary as well as an interlingual information system.

1. The skills the organisation bring to the projects

2. Transform textual information into « structured data » with events geo-chronolocated (ex: smart city, 

3. Generate alerts through identified events related to people or organizations to customize according to user’s needs

4. Extract information from identified events and geo-chronolocate these events by giving GIS coordinates

5. Gather information corresponding to the same event by enriching new relevant informations details

6. Deep interlingual comprehension by connecting agents, actions, objects, means, locations, dates, circumstances, etc.

7. Text comprehension of multilingual textual data with graphic abstract in your own language

8. Textual data system which allows queries in natural language on various languages with explanation of the relevance of the 

search result in the user language
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LE RÉSULTAT

3 EXAMPLES OF RESULTS

1 Geo-Chronolocated Event 2 Interlingual Search Engine
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Semantic 

Understanding 
with Results 

Presentation in the 
User's Language


